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Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

I send you warmest greetings! I share with you the Blessings and good tidings of faith, hope, and 
love that have come before us after the coming of Heaven. The providence of God and True 
Parents has come in full swing that we could hardly cope up with the pace and dispensational 
timeline. Exactly 820 days from now till the D-day of 2013 that our True Parents declared before 
Heaven, Earth and Humankind as the substantial beginning of Chun Il Guk, we are faced with 
the prospect of what that D-day will be like or what that D-day will mean personally me, and for 
us as Blessed Central Families and how are we to connect or be connected spiritually and 
emotionally to the success of that D-day.  

The True Parents have laid all the necessary conditions needed to make that declaration day. 
Ours is how to create the impact, the scope and the magnitude of that declaration. True Father 
mentioned about our mission and our responsibility for our tribe, our friends, our neighbors and 
our personal contacts. Let us take to heart brothers and sisters the task of taking ownership of the 
Providence for our True Parents and help declare the coming of the times. 

As a strong force of Filipino-Japanese Blessed Central Families living here in Japan, let us 
collectively create an impact as we stand to our faith and boldly speak before the Filipino 
Community here in Japan about the works and the greatness of our True Parents. For the first 
time here in Japan, we will be launching the autobiography book of our True Father to a greater 
number of our Filipino Community here in Tokyo on December 26, 2010 at  Epoch Nakahara 
on December,26,2010 from 9:00 to 4:30pm.  

I wish to invite your presence and support on this most important occasion pls. bring   your 
contact and friends to be blessed and receive the book that unveils the life and legacy of our 
beloved True Father. Now more than ever, let us be mindful of the countdown and forge a 
unified heart as one family and let us all discover what a difference we can make each possible 
day before the declaration day of 2013. 

Please let me know your confirmation of participation with your invited guests for the said 
occasion on or before December 22 for us to make the necessary arrangement. I would also 
greatly appreciate any financial support you can help to make the event a success. For more 
details, please call me at Kikuta Yukari. 

May God’s abundant blessings be with you and your family. I wish you enough. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bro. Dante Negre and Family 


